The never ending story of the
5.9 metre Wooden Hartley Cabin Cruiser.
This is the boat I bid on, on ebay
All painted up, refurbished and ready to
go.
So they said.

Only had a boat ramp trailer, but for
$4500 I was prepared to buy a decent
trailer.

Had an old motor however, was an all
refurbished power head, so I thought it
had to be a good buy.

The seller offered to make me a new tandem wheeled disc brake trailer. This
took 6 weeks and cost another $3500, we now have a new total of $8000.

So we towed our new boat home and couldn’t wait to get her into the water at
Botany.
Next day we launched the boat and it wouldn’t idle which means it stalled
each time you engaged a gear, so it was out of the water and off to Sea Sea
Marine.
Next the boys at Sea Sea called me and said come round and have a look.

Pistons had bits of rings imbedded in
the top.

A big crack around the bore sealed
the fact that the motor was buggered.

Now it was nearly Christmas and I had promised my family a holiday in a boat
and I didn’t want to let them down, so I investigated a new motor.

This was all Sea Sea Marine had, a
motor from an old fellas boat that was
recently deceased, Chris from Sea
Sea Marine said he sold the motor
new and had serviced it from new, it
had only done a genuine 100 hours.
Because it was 3 days before
Christmas the price was $5500 fitted
and ready for the water.
I was determined take my family boating for Christmas, I promised.
So out we went again, what a fabulous motor, the 75 hp Merc ran so nice, oil
injection, stainless prop, all the goodies, ran sooo smooth.
The boat went great, what a difference, one draw back was it leant the wrong
way on corning as it had a keel from its inboard motor days, apart from that,
all was good.
So now we had what we wanted, but the cost had crept up to $13000,
wouldn’t not have gone this way if I knew this cost going this way.
But it wasn’t over!!

When I happily pulled the boat up on
the trailer I noticed a little paint
missing off the side at the back

So I looked underneath and oh no,
look what I saw.
They painted it with house paint,
looked good, but it just peeled off.
You can see the big keel that made
her handle so bad.

Saw the boys at Sea Sea Marine and they
shook their heads and said, you’ll stuff her if
you take her in the water like that.

So the holiday was postponed 8 weeks.

With $13000 invested there was no turning
back.

So off we went, heat gun and strip it back the bare wood to do it properly.

Luckily I have workers that I could put
on this full time to get the mammoth
job done.

I screwed 26 x 3/8th thick x 5 inch long
stainless steel bolt head screws down
into the keel from the inside as the
keel clamped the boat together. I then
cut the keel and the stainless steel
screws off at 1 inch to remove the
dreaded keel. I then smoothed the
edges and fibre glassed 6 inches
either side from the top of the hull at
the front, down the centre to the rear
and across the bottom at the rear

Once we stripped all the old paint off
and sanded it back to smooth wood
we stopped all in imperfections with
putty as you can see, then sealed it
with a marine 2 pot resin sealer.

The rear bungs were damaged so I
removed all, repaired and fibre glassed
the whole area and fitted new bungs,
now that area was perfect to.
Soon the whole boat from the deck
down was prepared and sealed with the
2 pack marine sealer ready for the 2
pack marine primer.

You can see the drain bungs here under
the duck board glassed over ready to cut
the new holes to screw the new bungs in.
Now we primed the whole boat from the
deck down with 2 pack marine primer
and finished off with 2 pack marine top
coat.

Brand new storm cover
9.9 hp Merc second motor (runs well) with under floor separate plastic tank.
Now that’s more like what I thought I had bought in the start !

This was the picture of the inside,
trouble was when you walked across
the floor it moved up and down about
an inch and just felt like it was going to
break.

There was an esky built into the floor
where the inboard motor used to be,
the timber around the edges was all
rotten, this is bullshit.
Trash the lot

So … out with the lot, scrape it back
and prime the lot, now we need a
decent strong floor.

So we built a new frame work to
support the new floor.

And while you’re there, you may as well
put in a new 90 litre under floor stainless
steel tank that can be filled from the out
side and has a fuel gauge.
New 19 mm plywood floor all stainless
steel screwed together and sealed with
2 pot marine sealer and new marine
carpet

Then put battery holders at the back
with another under floor plastic tank for
the auxiliary motor.

Up the front
Portable Loo
under
the
seat.

New small gas stove to cook that fish
on.
Sink with 20 litres of fresh water that
drains and an electric shower for the
rear deck / duck board.
Good size rear seat with plenty of room
inside.
Remove the rear seat top and room for
more storage.

So there it is, the only area not refurbished is from the deck up. It’s been
painted however, there are a couple of small areas (6 inches round) in the
right hand side (nothing structural) that are a bit soft, the timber there will
need replacing sooner or later.
So what did I spend, well last count we were up to $13,000 now since then we
have stripped it back to the wood in side and out and made it new again, this
took 2 solid months work with 1 full time worker and myself part time plus
materials ……… add about another $6000 and we’re up to $19,000.

Mean while I bought this 26 foot
Scarab and I don’t really want
to see the Hartley again.

So, I will be impressed I the Hartley goes for $9000, even though I got trapped
into spending double, lucky a man’s got a cash flow.

